We present a (unique?) possibility of de Sitter solution in the framework of N=2 supersymmetry (hypersymmetry). We show that a model with a vector and a charged hypermultiplet has a hybrid inflation type potential. It leads to a slow-roll regime in de Sitter type background with all supersymmetries broken spontaneously. Beyond the bifurcation point the waterfall stage abruptly brings the system into a ground state with 2 unbroken supersymmetries. De Sitter stage exists under condition that the superconformal SU (2, 2|2) symmetry of the model is softly broken down to N=2 supersymmetry by the vev of the Killing prepotential triplet P r . This hybrid hypersymmetry model may describe P-term inflation and/or acceleration of the universe at the present epoch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current cosmological observations indicate that the universe could have been in an inflation stage and may now be accelerating. In both cases this favors either the cosmological constant and de Sitter space or some kind of slowly rolling scalar field [1] in a near de Sitter background. Problems associated with such ideas have been discussed recently in [2] - [6] . It was particularly stressed by Witten in [4] that no clear-cut way to get de Sitter space from M/string theory is visible. Moreover, the relation between supersymmetry, supergravity and positive cosmological constant was considered as problematic for a long time [7] . It has been recognized long ago that in extended supersymmetric theories de Sitter solutions are unstable solutions with broken supersymmetry.
For the sake of the argument, let us assume that inflation and acceleration of the universe will be supported by future experiments and moreover, the supersymmetric particles will be detected and supersymmetry confirmed. What kind of theories can be used to explain such experiments?
The new angle from which we would like to look at the old issue is: how unstable is de Sitter space in supersymmetric theories? When can this instability be used in the cosmological context? There are few instances in N=8 and N=4 gauged supergravities related to M/string theory, where de Sitter classical solutions have been found in the past. We shall discuss them in a separate publication [8] . Unfortunately, the known potentials seem to lead to extremely unstable solutions.
Theories of N=1 supergravity coupled with N=1 matter have an opposite problem. There is an unlimited number of possibilities to find de Sitter classical solutions. The choice of the Kähler potential K(z,z), the holomorphic superpotential W (z) and D-terms allows various type of potentials with de Sitter vacua. There is no clear preference for one or another choice.
N=2 supersymmetry and N=2 supergravity have not been studied in this respect, to the best of our understanding. The purpose of this note is to show that a very interesting and rather unique possibility opens up here. We will start with a global SU(2, 2|2)superconformal gauge theory which hopefully may be related, via Maldacena conjecture, to string theory compactified on ADS 5 ×M 5 -space, where M 5 is some supersymmetry breaking manifold. The model we will study is a well known N=2 QED with one vector multiplet and one charged hypermultiplet. Presumably, it is a part of a more general theory, but the main new features of the cosmological scenario develop in this sector. We add the FI term ξ of the order ∼ √ Λ/g where Λ is a desirable value of the cosmological constant and g is the gauge coupling constant. This will explicitly break the superconformal symmetry but N=2 supersymmetry will be intact. The theory can be easily coupled consistently to N=1 supergravity, the coupling to N=2 supergravity may face some topological obstructions for non-vanishing ξ.
The potential of our N=2 model corresponds to a hybrid-type potential [9] of the D-term inflation theory [10] [11] [12] [13] , for the case that the gauge coupling g is related to the Yukawa coupling λ as follows:
The potential depends on vev's of at least 3 scalar fields (or more), one scalar from the vector multiplet and two from the hypermultiplet.
We suggest to apply the hybrid mechanism not only to early universe and inflation era, but also to accelerating universe now (for a different set of fields and parameters). For the early universe inflation in this scenario √ ξ ∼ 10 −2 M P with the relevant scale 10 −30 cm but for the present cosmological constant √ gξ ∼ 10 −30 M P with the length scale of the order of 10 −2 cm. There will be a long slow change of an 'inflaton field' in almost de Sitter space with broken susy. At the critical point where the vev of the inflaton will reach the value ξ/2, the potential will switch into the waterfall stage and very fast the ground state with 2 unbroken supersymmetries and vanishing cosmological constant will be reached.
The fundamental role in this cosmological scenario is played by the non-vanishing vev of the third component of the triplet of the Killing prepotentials P r of N=2 theory with special and hyper-Kähler geometry. (In a simplest case this triplet is an auxiliary field of the N=2 vector multiplet). The theory is much more restrictive than in the more familiar cases of F-terms and/or D-terms of N=1 supersymmetry. Here we have a P -term in N=2 supersymmetry. P -term inflation and acceleration of the universe have not been discussed in the literature so far.
The advantages of such picture are two-fold. Firstly, in the basis of the model we have SU(2, 2|2)-superconformal symmetry of the gauge theory which may live at the boundary of the ADS 5 space related to string theory. In this way one may try to connect both inflation and accelerating universe to string theory. Secondly, the slow de Sitter type evolution is not eternal, after passing the critical point the Minkowski ground state is naturally reached where one of the hypermultiplet scalars acquires a vev ∼ √ ξ and the unbroken N=2 supersymmetry is restored 1 . At this ground state a vector multiplet 'eats' a hypermultiplet and becomes one massive N=2 vector multiplet where all fields have a mass m = gξ.
II. DE SITTER SOLUTIONS IN N=1 SUPERGRAVITY
Before discussion of coupling to supergravity of our N=2 model, let us make a short overview of de Sitter solutions in N=1 supergravity. We will point out necessary and sufficient conditions for N=1 supergravity to have a de Sitter solution.
The well known potential depends on Kähler potential K(z,z), on holomorphic superpotential W (z) and on a holomorphic function f αβ (z) in kinetic terms for vector multiplets [15] :
The potential is not positive definite, the negative contribution is proportional to the square of the gravitino mass,
1 A hybrid quintessence model where the acceleration is not eternal has been suggested recently by Halyo [14] . The potential is different and is associated with brane configurations in large extra dimensions.
To find a de Sitter solution one has to find some constant values of all scalars at which the potential has a minimum with
Clearly, any solution with vanishing or very small superpotential W at the critical point and with non-vanishing F-term, derivative of the superpotential, and/or non-vanishing D-term will give a de Sitter solution. There are many ways to get it. Let us give few more details on this.
An important fact about N=1 supergravity is that the theory can be formulated entirely in terms of just one function [15] , G(z,z) = −K − ln |W | 2 . The potential is (with M P = 1)
where V D is positive definite. The function G(z,z) is arbitrary, which gives many possibilities to have a de Sitter solution in case that the potential has an extremum at some constant values of the scalar fields. Consider a simple example of everywhere positive potential (in the domain of the positive kinetic energy) with SU(1, 1)-symmetry suggested in [16] .
Assume that c is positive. The kinetic terms are positive at |z 0
Clearly it is everywhere positive. At the point z 0 = z 1 = 0 the potential has an extremum. At this point there is a de Sitter solution with V 0 = 3 c 3 . Another example is K = zz * + yy * and W = (z 2 + a)y. The critical point of the potential at z = y = 0 gives a de Sitter solution. The value of the potential at this critical point is V 0 = a 2 . There are many known examples with vanishing chiral multiplets contribution, in all such cases D-terms will give a positive cosmological constant. Thus N=1 supergravity needs some motivation from any version of a more fundamental theory like M/string theory about the choice of G and relevant physics.
III. HYBRID HYPERSYMMETRY MODEL
To reveal the essential features of hypersymmetry 2 in cosmology we will use a simple model suggested by Salam and Strathdee [18] and Fayet [19] . The reader familiar with Witten-Seiberg paper [20] may find it easier to recall the model as a warm-up example there: QED with matter, i.e. an abelian gauge theory with N=2 supersymmetry and charged matter hypermultiplets. We will first study the version of the theory with massless hypermultiplets and explain the massive case later. In what follows we consider one hypermultiplet, more general case will have analogous important features and, perhaps, more.
A. SU (2, 2|2) superconformal part of the model In terms of N=1 superfields the superconformal part of the model is rather simple, in notation of [19] it is:
Here L 0 is the kinetic term for the U(1) gauge multiplet, N is the neutral chiral supermultiplet whereas S and T are charged chiral superfields of the opposite charge. There is only one coupling constant, both for gauge coupling and for Yukawa coupling. It will be useful for our purpose to present this theory in terms of component fields with off-shell rigid N=2 supersymmetry, following [17, 21] .
We have an abelian N=2 gauge multiplet which belongs to a representations of rigid SU(2), the antisymmetric tensor ε AB , A, B = 1, 2, is used to raise and lower the SU(2) indices. The multiplet consists of two scalars A and B, a vector A µ , (all singlets in SU (2)), a spin-1/2 doublet λ A = ε AB γ 5 Cλ T B (gaugino) and an auxiliary field P r , triplet in SU(2). This simple model is a particular case of the general setting of N=2 gauge theories and gauged supergravity where the triplet of Killing prepotentials P r plays an important role in special geometry and in hyper-Kähler (quaternionic for supergravity) manifolds.
A hypermultiplet, N=2 matter multiplet has two complex scalar fields forming a doublet under SU(2), Φ A and Φ A = (Φ A ) * and a spin 1/2 field ψ, singlet under SU(2) (hyperino). There is also a doublet of dimension 2 auxiliary fields,
The covariant derivatives on the hypers are
The first line in (8) is for a vector multiplet, the second one for the hypermultiplet. The third line includes terms which must be added to the action simultaneously with covariantization of derivatives. All term depending on g describe the gauging. When the gauge coupling g is vanishing, the theory is a non-interacting theory of a vector multiplet and a neutral hypermultiplet. The model has 2 rigid supersymmetries (hypersymmetry) with the Majorana spinors ε A = ε AB γ 5 Cε T B . The fields of the gauge multiplet transform as follows:
The supersymmetry transformations of the fields of the hypermultiplets are
Using equations of motion for auxiliary fields,
we find the potential
It is also possible to rewrite the potential as follows:
The theory has a dilatation symmetry and U(2) symmetry and one can verify [21] that it is symmetric under the whole superconformal symmetry SU(2, 2|2). This adds special conformal and special supersymmetry. The bosonic symmetry SU(2, 2) is an isometry of the ADS 5 space which may connect this gauge theory to string theory on the boundary of the ADS 5 space.
B. N=2 supersymmetry after soft breaking of superconformal symmetry
There are two possibilities to break SU(2, 2|2) symmetry down to N=2 supersymmetry. The first one is to make a hypermultiplet massive. This is equivalent to a shift of the vev of the A field, a scalar from the vector multiplet and it does not make important changes. A dramatic change in the behaviour of the potential takes place if the N=2 FI terms ξ r are added to the theory (for abelian multiplet only). The N=2 supersymmetry of the action remains intact. The new action is:
This will change the field equation for P r , which will become
The potential of our hypersymmetric model becomes equal to
We chose to have a FI term only in the direction 3 and to have it positive
We can rewrite it in the form where it is clear that this is a hybrid-type potential [9] - [13] :
where we introduced the notation Φ 3 ≡ A + iB. At ξ = 0 the potential is equal to the one of the superconformal theory, as given in (14) . The potential of this N=2 supersymmetric theory coincides with the particular case studied before in the cosmological context of the D-term inflation in [11] . There N=1 global susy theory is defined by a superpotential 3 W = λXφ + φ − and the chiral multiplets φ + and φ − have positive and negative charges under U(1). The D-term in the N=1 vector multiplet is given by
This potential leads to hybrid inflation [9] . In the previous studies N=1 supersymmetric gauge theory was used, therefore the gauge coupling g and the Yukawa coupling λ were not related. For the special case that λ = √ 2g the theory has N=2 supersymmetry [18, 19] . Despite the fact that this potential was derived in N=2 theory long time ago it was not used in the cosmological context. We will study it here.
C. Hybrid hypersymmetry model as an example of generic N=2 gauge theory It may be quite important to show how this model fits in the general class of rigid N=2 gauge theories [23] . Particularly since it will help to understand a coupling to supergravity. In generic case one defines the rigid special Kähler and hyper-Kähler manifolds and identifies their isometries. The gauging involves covariant derivatives on coordinates of the special Kähler manifold z i ,z i and on coordinates of the hyper-Kähler manifold q u :
Here k l I are the Killing vectors of rigid special geometry and k u I are Killing vectors of the hyper-Kähler geometry, for each gauge group I = 1, 2, . . . , n. There are n vector multiplets, so that I = 1, . . . , n. The special Kähler manifold of the rigid type is defined by a holomorphic section Ω of a flat vector bundle so that a Kähler potential is given by
. A derivative of the holomorphic section Ω includes the functions f Ii and h Ji which serve to define the period matrix. In presence of hypermultiplets a particular N=2 gauge theory is defined in terms of the triplet of the prepotentials P r , r = 1, 2, 3. There are various relations between Killing vectors and prepotentials. The gauging leads to most general potentials of N=2 supersymmetric gauge theory:
Here g i j is the metric for scalars of the special geometry, and h uv is the metric for the hypers. The potential is non-negative definite.
Our model with one gauge group, I = 1, gives a particular case of this potential: we have flat metrics g i j and h uv and no Killing vectors on special manifolds, so the first term in (21) is absent in our model. The second term in (21) can be easily identified with the first term in our model potential (19) since the Killing vectors are proportional to hypers and Y,Ȳ are the scalars from a vector multiplet. The second term in (19) is proportional to (P 1 ) 2 + (P 2 ) 2 and the third term in (19) is proportional to (P 3 ) 2 . Together they reproduce the last term in eq. (21). In a more compact form of our potential in eq. (17) we may identify the last terms with the last term in generic N=2 potential in (21) .
D. Vacua of the hybrid hypersymmetry model
For the vacuum solutions we chose the vanishing vector field and constant values of 3 complex scalar fields Φ 1 , Φ 2 , Φ 3 . The potential (19) has two minima.
1. Non-supersymmetric local minimum with flat directions at some undefined but restricted constant value of the scalar Φ 3 , all other scalars vanish.
This is a local minimum of the potential for |Φ 3 | 2 0 > 1 2 ξ 2 . The curvature of the potential is positive when this restriction is applied
and there are flat directions like V ,33 = 0. The supersymmetry variation of fermions (10), (11) at this vacuum is:
Therefore, as long as ξ = 0, all supersymmetries are broken. When coupled to gravity, this vacuum corresponds to a de Sitter solution.
2. Supersymmetric global minimum Short inspection of the supersymmetry transformation of fermions (10), (11) shows that they all vanish:
Thus the absolute minimum ground state has both N=2 supersymmetries unbroken and vanishing potential. The full hypersymmetry is unbroken but the U(1) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. The massless vector multiplet with one vector field, one complex scalar and one Dirac spinor eats the hypermultiplet with 2 complex scalars and one Dirac spinor. As a result, there is one massive vector multiplet with one massive vector field, two Dirac spinors, one complex scalars and 3 real scalars. All fields have a mass m = gξ. This is known in the literature as a hypersymmetric Higgs mechanism. When coupled to gravity, this vacuum corresponds to a solution with zero cosmological constant.
The best way to understand these two critical points of the potential is to look at the 3D plots of the hybrid potential [9] . One of the scalars, Φ 1 we will keep unchanging at it zero value at all times. These leaves us with two scalars, the one from the vector multiplet Φ 3 = y and the one from the hypers, Φ 2 = x.
In Fig. 1 we show the potential at 0 ≤ y ≤ 10. At large values of y it has a local minimum at x = 0 with a flat direction along y at a non-vanishing value of the potential. When coupled to gravity there will be a long lasting de Sitter stage. When y reaches the bifurcation point y b = 1/ √ 2 the curvature of the potential at x = 0 becomes flat and beyond the bifurcation point for y < y b one can see that at x = 0 the potential has a maximum. This is the waterfall stage of the hybrid inflation. The field x from the value x = 0 immediately falls down to one of the positions of the absolute minima at y = 0 and |x| = ξ = 1. This is a supersymmetric ground state with 2 supersymmetries unbroken. In Fig. 2 we show the potential at 0 ≤ y ≤ 2 which details the approach to the bifurcation point: the local minimum becomes a maximum after passing y b . In Fig. 3 we have potential at 0 ≤ y ≤ y b where one can see the transition of the flat potential into a maximum. In Fig. 4 we show the potential at 0 ≤ y ≤ 0.3, i.e. beyond the bifurcation point. It is clear here that close to y = 0 we can see only the maximum of the potential at x = 0 and an extremely unstable de Sitter space when coupled to gravity. Finally, in Fig. 5 we have plotted the slices of the potentials at y = 10, 2, y b , 0.3, 0. The first 2 curves at x = 0 have large positive curvature and positive potential, corresponding to the local de Sitter minimum. At y = y b and x = 0 the curvature is flat, the minimum is changing into the maximum, it is negative for y = 0.3, x = 0 and finally, at y = 0 the curve reaches the vanishing value of the potential at x = ±1.
IV. COUPLING GAUGE THEORIES TO SUPERGRAVITY

A. Potentials of N=2 gauged supergravities
Coupling of N=2 supersymmetric gauge theories to supergravity was developed over the last 20 years, see for example [22, 23] . One would expect that at least in principle, any N=2 supersymmetric gauge theory can be coupled to N=2 supergravity. The opposite route, from gauged N=2 supergravity to a rigid N=2 gauge theories was developed in [23] , where the proper limit of M P → ∞ was presented. In the recent investigations of superconformal symmetry, supergravity and cosmology in [24] it was found that such limit is greatly simplified in the context of the underlying superconformal theory.
More recently there was a renewal of the interest to gauged supergravities and their potentials in a search of domain wall solutions. The least understood part of N=2 gauged supergravities is a quaternionic part. Some new studies of the hypermultiplet structures of N=2 supergravities in [25] [26] [27] have revealed interesting features of the theory, which were not known before. Here we will give a short summary on this to the extent to which it is relevant to our search of de Sitter solutions in gauged N=2 supergravities.
Gauged N=2 supergravity with general interactions of vector multiplets and hypermultiplets is defined by some special Kähler and quaternionic geometries with some gauge isome-tries. The procedure of gauging involves the following major steps: i) the derivatives on the fields become covariant derivatives with the gauge coupling constant g (different for each gauge group). These derivatives are defined in terms of Killing vectors related to isometries of the special Kähler and quaternionic manifolds, ii) for preservation the supersymmetry the action of ungauged supergravity after gauging has to be supplemented by two terms, the fermion 'mass matrix' and a potential. At g = 0 all these terms disappear and ungauged supergravity is recovered. The potential can be presented as follows [23] :
Here L Λ (z,z) are the covariantly holomorphic sections of the special geometry, f Λi = ∇ i L Λ and P r Λ (z,z, q) are the triplets of the prepotentials for each gauge group. There are n vector multiplets and a graviphoton from the supergravity multiplet, Λ = 0, 1, . . . , n. The potential is not positive definite, the first term, which was absent in the rigid case is negative definite. A useful form of the potential is given [25] in terms of a gravitino mass matrix of N=2 theory S A B related to prepotential
The potential can be rewritten as follows:
where k i = k iΛ L Λ and k * j = k * j ΣL Σ . The negative definite contribution to the potential comes from the first term, the square of the gravitino mass term. The rest is positive definite, it includes the square of the derivatives over scalars of the special geometry as well as hypers and a terms with Killing vectors. This formula is quite intuitive and more easily associated with the formula for N=1 potential. In N=1 there is only one gravitino and therefore the mass matrix has just one element, W M 2 P e K 2M 2 P . The negative contribution to the potential also comes from the gravitino mass term, see eq. (2). In the proper limit when M P → ∞ the gravitino mass vanishes and the potential of the rigid N=2 theory is positive definite.
Some examples of N=2 potentials will be studied in a separate publication [8] . The problem which we would like to address here is whether it is possible to couple hybrid hypersymmetric gauge theory to N=2 supergravity and preserve some nice features of the potential, discussed before.
B. FI terms and topological obstruction to couple hybrid hypersymmetry model to N=2 supergravity
The cosmologically interesting feature of the hybrid hypersymmetry model is due to the existence of the constant values of a component of a prepotential triplet in the U(1) gauge theory.
It is a well known fact that in N=1 supersymmetry only in the abelian gauge group sector the theory can have a constant FI D-terms. Adding a term linear in auxiliary field D to the action would break gauge symmetry and supersymmetry. It will be useful for our purpose to explain this using a particular property of Kähler manifolds. The Killing vectors k Λi on a Kähler manifolds are the derivatives of the Killing prepotentials P Λ :
The prepotentials satisfy a Poisson bracket relation:
In the non-Abelian case this presents an obstruction to a possibility to add constant terms to the prepotentials. It also sets a precedent for us that a constant positive contribution to the potentials may be difficult to have in agreement with supersymmetries and gauge symmetries. In abelian case there is no problem since the eq. (31) has a vanishing right hand side,
and shift to a constant in any direction λ does not contradict this relation. Salam-Strathdee-Fayet model [18] , [19] was not coupled to N=2 supergravity in the past, to the best of our understanding. Moreover, we will present below the argument, that indicates that no such coupling may be possible in presence of constant P 3 = ξ terms.
To explain the argument we have to remind that the hypermultiplets of a rigid N=2 supersymmetry are associated with hyper-Kähler manifolds, whereas in N=2 supergravity they are associated with quaternionic manifolds [28] . A hyper-Kähler manifold has a flat SU(2) curvature, and a quaternionic manifold has a non-vanishing SU(2) curvature R r uv . The relation between the Killing vectors of quaternionic manifolds k v Λ and the triplets of the prepotentials P r Λ known for a long time is of the following nature:
Here D u is an SU(2) covariant derivative over the quaternions
and the SU(2) curvature is R r = dω r − ε rst ω s ω t . The new relation which was found in [26] states that in local N=2 supersymmetry, i.e. in N=2 supergravity, the prepotentials are defined uniquely from the Killing vectors:
where n H is the number of hypermultiplets. On the basis of this relation it has been concluded in [26] that any covariantly constant shift P (0)r Λ is excluded since the integrability condition, ε rst R suv P (0)t Λ = 0 implies that P (0)r Λ = 0. This implies the absence of the FI terms in all cases of N=2 supergravity with hypermultiplets. The exceptional cases when FI terms are possible, include theories with vector multiplets without hypermultiplets or cases of rigid supersymmetry when the curvature of the hyper-Kähler manifold vanishes.
In both cases R r uv = 0 and FI terms are possible in agreement with supersymmetry and gauge symmetry. The confirmation of this analysis comes from the recently discovered [25] harmonicity property of the quaternionic prepotential
This equation can be used to derive the equation (35) . Thus in view of the properties of the quaternionic geometries explained above it looks plausible that the consistent coupling of hybrid hypersymmetric model to N=2 supergravity is not possible. However, more investigations in this directions would be required to make a conclusive statement. The SU(2, 2|2) superconformal part of the model most certainly can be consistently coupled to N=2 supergravity, only the constant ξ-terms violating the superconformal symmetry seem to cause the problem.
C. Coupling of hybrid hypersymmetry model to N=1 supergravity
Coupling of hybrid hypersymmetric model with rigid N=2 supersymmetry to N=1 supergravity is simple. We may ignore the fact that the rigid limit has double supersymmetry and proceed as if only one supersymmetry is available and make it local. This procedure is of course not unique. The simplest one which we will also follow here was proposed in the context of D-term inflation in [11] . One can choose the minimal Kähler manifold for all 3 chiral superfields, two from the hypermultiplet, Φ 1 , Φ 2 and the one from the vector multiplet Φ 3 . In the special geometry all 3 chiral multiplets now enter in a symmetric way. The D-terms will reflect that Φ 1 and Φ 2 have opposite charges and Φ 3 is neutral. Also the kinetic term function f of the vector multiplet may be taken minimal, i.e. field independent delta-function. Thus our N=1 supergravity has the Kähler potential and the superpotential given by
The scalar potential is
Note the negative contribution due the term with the square of gravitino mass, −3e K M 2 P |W | 2 . Let us consider the critical points of this potential.
1. Non-supersymmetric local minimum with flat directions at some undefined but restricted constant value of the scalar Φ 3 , all hypers vanish.
and
This is a local minimum of the potential, all supersymmetries are broken. Einstein equations have de Sitter solution. The possibility to have constant D-terms in N=1 supergravity was known for a long time. More recently a superconformal origin of FI terms was clarified in [24] . It was found there that the D-terms appear via the gauge transformation of the conformon multiplet, which plays an important role in the superconformal theory underlying supergravity.
2. Supersymmetric absolute global minimum
Thus the absolute minimum ground state has N=1 local supersymmetry unbroken and a vanishing potential. U(1) gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. Einstein equations at this vacuum have a solution with vanishing cosmological constant.
V. P-TERM INFLATION AND ACCELERATION OF THE UNIVERSE
We will present here some short remarks about the applications in cosmology of N=2 supersymmetry with P-term inflation/acceleration, where P r is the triplet of the Killing prepotentials of N=2 gauge theory.
From our formal results we may conclude that at the tree level of N=2 supersymmetry of our model we have a de Sitter solution for any large value of the inflaton field. However for the cosmological solution we need to provide a slow roll regime so that inflation takes place. The slow roll conditions have been analysed in D-term inflation in [11] and they will play an analogous role for our P-term inflation. It turned out that already in gauge theory one can lift the flat direction of the inflaton field and have some appropriate curvature due to the first loop corrections. The tree level splitting of the masses in supermultiplets in de Sitter vacuum leads to the effective 1-loop potential for large inflaton field Φ 3 :
This term is important because it leads to the motion of the field Φ 3 towards the bifurcation point and the end of inflation. It is interesting to note that for the case that λ = √ 2 g when the theory can be embedded into N=2 supersymmetric model, all higher loop corrections in the gauge theory are finite. The gravitational corrections have to be studied.
We would like to suggest here that the hybrid hypersymmetry model can be used not only for inflation in early universe but also to give one of the possibilities to explain the observed acceleration of the universe at the present epoch. It may provide a new mechanism for the near de Sitter stage as the hybrid hypersymmetry model potential in Fig. 1 shows. Depending on the parameters of the theory and on initial conditions for the 'inflaton' the universe may spend a very long time in the local de Sitter minimum. The bifurcation point may be approached very slowly but still within a finite time. When it is reached, as Figures  1-5 show, the waterfall stage will bring the universe to an absolute ground state with the vanishing cosmological constant and unbroken hypersymmetry.
One of the remarkable features of hybrid hypersymmetry model is that as different from many cosmological models based on N=1 supersymmetry with one or two important scalar fields, here we must have at least 3 complex scalars: 1 complex scalar in a vector multiplet and a quaternion in a hypermultiplet, which means 2 more complex scalars. Therefore the hybrid dynamics [9] for inflation/acceleartion is the only known at present possibility consistent with N=2 supersymmetry.
We will show in [8] that all potentials available in the literature in N=2,4,8 gauged supergravities have de Sitter solutions which are either maxima or saddle points, in all cases highly unstable. However, most of the scalars in these gauged supergravities were truncated. It is plausible that keeping more scalars (there are 35 complex scalars in N=8 theory) one can have a better chance to recover some hybrid-type potential with the long lasting de Sitter stage suitable for inflation and/or acceleration. Perhaps the unstable solutions which we found in [8] correspond just to Fig. 3,4 when they are cut off from the main part shown in Fig. 1 .
Another interesting possibility may be that the hybrid hypersymmetry gauge model with potential shown in Figures 1-5 , may be directly related to string theory on adS 5 × M 5 space. This suggests that a further analysis of this and other theories with N ≥ 2 supersymmetries may lead to interesting new links between M/string theory and cosmology. 
